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SPY 
SPX 4000 continues to line up. But nothing moves in a straight line. On 2D we are seeing the first 
bear cross of 21/50sma (!!!). This hasn’t happened at all during any pullback before. We continue 
to see the monthly squeeze histogram compress, implying mean reversion to the M21ema at 
least (!!!). All Trend Oscillators Q, M, W, 3D, 2D, D, 195min are all incorrect (!!!). Still neutral-bull 
readings on longer term, but slipping away. Squeezes on W & 3D still have a downward bias (!!!). 
Active HiLo sell signals on weekly & 3D. Basically the damage here has been significant on longer 
term timeframes. So, the game is now from the inside out in terms of playing the bounce... 
meaning focus more on hourly/15min dynamics and use that as the basis for the trade 
understanding the longer-term charts are all out of sync, for the first time in two years (!!!). 
Weekly 50sma held last week on a huge volume hammer candle (!!!). This is a proper reversal 
pattern for setting up a bounce, but $425 has to hold as the lows on a daily close. The bounce 
can go to $451 first, with potential as high as $457-$460... at those levels I will be looking for any 
sell signal to initiate a short position... but wait for the sell trigger first. HiLo active buy signals on 
D, 195min (!!!). Deep oversold intraday readings could result in a bounce higher and faster than 
most expect, but it has to continue developing 15min trend, if that breaks at any point the 
sandcastle for bulls gets kicked down. Remains the “easiest” index to trade as the quality here is 
better than elsewhere. I am looking for all indexes to at least hit their respective M21ema and some 
may go to the M50sma (!!!). I can’t call this bear because of the quality of the long-term structure, 
but that will be the last thing to change and by then it’s too late. Because it has long term 
structure and is the best remaining index, I have to give it a neutral, which is the lowest grading 
for SPY since I have been doing this report.  
 
NEUTRAL+ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

QQQ 
QQQ $325 continues to line up, at least. Everything said about SPY applies to QQQ, except tech 
is in worse shape in every regard relative to the SPY. Longer term 3/2D EMAs have crossed bear 
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for the first time ever since the lows (!!!). This is worse than SPY as the 3D have already crossed 
here. Could bounce as high as $371.43 (50% fib) and in a crazy squeeze could go as high as 
$380.23 (61.8% fib). It remains a short at those levels in my opinion, just need to see a sell trigger 
after the bounce. Everything said about SPY indicators applies here, but it’s all worse in tech. 
Now QQQ is the third best index behind SPY and DIA. Same bounce signals as SPY, same idea 
that it has to rebuild using the 15min chart and same idea that if that process fails, bulls have to 
start over or give up. Broke its D200 before SPY, during covid there was an initial bounce on the 
200D which is what happens most of the time in a trend on first test, even during a pandemic. 
This time price broke the 200 like it wasn’t even there. This is a very ominous sign to me that 
whatever is next is very big. The problem with the indexes now is the excessive momentum they 
could theoretically have to burn off now that momentum has cracked. Feels too soon to call this 
bear, but I have to.  
 
NEUTRAL--- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** FANG Index 
Structurally stronger than the QQQ, implying some level of continued outperformance in select 
FANG stocks. However, the picture remains the same. Lots more compression here than QQQ 
also implying the move is not over, even if we see a bounce first. Will upgrade nominally above 
the QQQ to reflect the slight better structure.  
 
NEUTRAL- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

DIA 
DIA $320 continues lining up. Most notable is the colossal volume last week that resulted in a 
large hammer candle that held the W50sma. Everything had high volume, but DIA is really eye 
poppingly big. Second best index, trade it the same as described in SPY. Can pop to $350.42 and 
then $355 before major resistances. Leading indexes short term. (!!!)  
 
NEUTRAL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

IWM 
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IWM $170 continues lining up. Again, notable the volume here... biggest in seven years on 
weekly (!!!). Could bounce as high as the H200sma at $212, but it would take a helluva squeeze to 
get there. Remains the worst index by a mile. Until this gets to $170 any buys must be in and out 
quickly based on shorter term momentum bursts... or you’re shorting oversold kickbacks to 
resistance. Easily the best index to run a short position in. Long SPY/short IWM, come back in 
March.  
 
BEAR 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** Dollar 
Longer term hasn’t done anything to change the upside bias. Buy signals on longer timeframes 
remain valid and clean. (!!!) Shorter term it’s a bit messy. HiLo active sell signals on 3/2D (!!!). 
However, the TrendOsc is correct on 3/2D. Ideally for bulls, they chop it sideways and allow the 
2D squeeze to round back to the upside. Almost full alignment on all indicators and all 
timeframes, should test 100 soon. This move could last years (!!!). Upgrade.  
 
BULL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Bitcoin 
Symmetry on weekly was hit last week at $32,635. That should be enough now combined with 
the M21ema (!!!) to provide a short-term bottom for this. Below the lows it will have problems, 
but the puke move into symmetry makes sense and appears to be complete. Structure remains 
bear, but the bounces here can be very big, even if they are dead cat. Upgrade week over week 
given the level + momentum bombed out.  
 
NEAUTRAL BEAR ++ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** 10Y Rate TNX 
Longer term remains aligned for a clear push above 20. I continue to see the real battle not at 20 
but here at 18.25. Above or below on a weekly close is what matters. Longer term the signals are 
all still buys. However, many levels of resistance line up here 18.25, so bears will have to defend, 
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or risk being rolled over for a long time to come (!!!). There are some slight negative divergences 
on 3/2D TrendOsc so far. But overall, this still looks fine. There’s a potential for a bull trap made 
last week, but that should be viewed as lower probability until we see how a pullback is handled 
and whether it continues to look trend like. Short term, tough read as it looks right for higher, 
but this level is also a last stand for bears of sorts as if they lose here the next battles happen 
above 20. Will still rate highly as the structure and momentum is intact to handle a pullback.  
 
NEUTRAL BULL+ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** HYG 
Watch for this to close above or below the weekly swing lows. If this closes below $85 on weekly, 
that will indicate some level of systemic stress and would confirm the bear technicals in the 
broader markets. Tick, tick, tick, boom... soon.  
 
BEAR 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Oil 
Most momentum of all the commodities. Best looking of the commodities we review here, will 
not be immune to broad based selling, however.  
 
BULL- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** Copper 
I overrated copper last week. At best it would be neutral as it has not escaped the monthly 
box/range it’s been stuck inside. The weekly setup is reminding me a lot of IWM before it broke 
down. Now I’m seeing some sell signals on 2D in the context of misaligned TrendOsc. Seeing a 
bunch of HiLo sell signals on daily too. (!!!) This is right on the edge and if copper slips further will 
be a huge point towards market bears as copper is a classic economic indicator... I don’t see how 
this moves up with China in meltdown. The high compression squeezes also tend to fire 
countertrend. Dollar and rates up are not usually good for copper. Be very careful with metals 
for now.  
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NEUTRAL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Grains /ZS & /ZC 
Keep on keepin’ on, oil and grains.  
 
BULL-- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

PMs 
Back to the bottom of the range, kicking down the sandcastle bulls had built over the past 
month. Classic gold. “Donald Trump don’t trust gold, gold is asshole!” Bonus points if you get the 
reference. I would like to think gold bounces, but the signals just are too messy and it’s too 
spastic to focus on for me. The monthly momentum isn’t as good as it appears.  
 
NEUTRAL+ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLB 
Not seeing this sector do anything well. Right on the edge of breaking lower. Only active and 
relatively early sell signals on longer term HiLo. TrendOsc 3/2D still above 50 which indicates to 
not target this sector for a short necessarily. Below $84, likely retest the lows at $78 very quickly. 
Not a lot of edge here long or short.  
 
NEUTRAL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLC 
This is the best template I have found of what I think the market is going to look like. XLC led the 
way up and is leading the way down. Full bear structure now up to the weekly with fresh 21/50 
cross. Daily EMA full bear stack. Active 2D squeeze ready to fire. Wouldn’t be surprised to see 
this go back to $60. Can bounce with GOOGL earnings, but no edge long.  
 
BEAR 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLE 
M200 is at $65. That’s the over/under now. Only risk sector left with some relative strength. If 
$65 holds on pullbacks we will see this get to $80. Upgrade from last week.  
 
BULL- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLF 
Relative strength winner despite having its own set of technical problems. Could easily retest 
$35. Better structure and momentum than the rest, but not saying much.  
 
NEUTRAL BULL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLI 
Looks like materials, but slightly worse TrendOsc and more compression/squeezes. The 
structure here could change bear very quickly. For now, it’s not the worst.  
 
NEUTRAL- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLK 
Better than the QQQ in every way, makes sense to play this over the QQQ. Showing good 
relative strength lately as well.  
 
NEUTRAL BULL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLP 
Only sector so far with correct longer term TrendOsc positioning. $75 should offer good support. 
And this sector can only be focused on long. Have to rate it bull, with the understanding that if 
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markets sell the structure here will change very quickly, however, XLP is showing a lot of relative 
strength to everything else.  
 
BULL- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLU 
Almost completely neutral on every timeframe. Out of the two sectors, XLP seems to offer better 
bull edge. XLU still looks better than the rest of the market.  
 
NEUTRAL++ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLV 
Behaving strongly from the inside out and showing relative outperformance to the indexes, 
doesn’t do anything special on its own, but we want to focus on outperformance. Could test 
$135. Decent bounce momentum off the double bottom lows. Too strong to short, but now 
showing enough to consider long. Upgrade from last week.  
 
NEUTRAL++ 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

XLY 
Probably has the farthest to fall of any sector given the blow off last quarter. Below $180 it’s just 
going to start clipping away handles to the downside. 3D squeeze still active and Weekly sqz 
histogram isn’t even negative yet (!!!). Looking for $150 here. Be careful with component stocks 
in this index like AMZN & TSLA. Rating higher than I think it deserves.  
 
NEUTRAL BEAR- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** Semis SOX 
All the sell signals hit all at once. There will be incredible bounces here as the ranges are huge, 
but the move is over. Monthly TrendOsc is neg crossed meaning there’s probably another 10% 
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downside. The amount of momentum here, if reversed, is so excessive and may turbo charge 
down moves. On a relative basis this is still an outperforming sector and the structure longer 
term has not realized the damage taken on lower timeframes yet. Because of that I will rate as 
neutral, but now there’s only sell signals and a 3D sqz.  
 
NEUTRAL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Transports $DJT 
This isn’t the worst structure, but the momentum could get real bad real quick here and because 
of that it offers imo a great short opportunity. There are 3/2D sqzs in play here that have not 
burst. Looking for $14k here or about 8% lower. If that level breaks, then call it a wrap and load 
up on stockpiles because things are going to get rough. Not the worst chart, but I like it short 
because of the multiday sqz and loss of momentum.  
 
NEUTRAL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Housing HGX 
Same idea as transports, but worse structure and momentum. Arguably, this is the better short 
of the two even though housing has fewer squeezes. Not a lot of edge here long for anything 
more than o/s bounces, decent edge short.  
 
NEUTRAL- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

EEM 
It was trying to bottom, but still no reason to not see this as a short back to $45.  
 
BEAR 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ARKK Index 
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Enormous volume on weekly (!!!). This looks like what I’m expecting IWM to look like soon. 
Terrible chart, no signs of life. $70 is long term EMA support, but it has no trend so I don’t know 
if even that will hold. Many things line up at $70, the momentum is bombed... if this goes below 
there then it goes to $50. Only edge short, if you play bounces in and out quick.  
 
BEAR-- 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Inflation Index 
Looks better than any index, says to focus here especially energy and maybe even banks. 
Holding structure better than all the indexes says there is edge in these sectors. Watch the 
D200sma for a definitive sign of a break, but for now holding it five times in a row... the next test 
it will break down, but for now there is edge here.  
 
NEUTRAL BULL 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

High-beta Shit Index 
Worst chart ever. Looks like ARKK but worse, if this is leading ARKK and it seems to be then ARKK 
will not hold $70 and is going to $50. Unbelievably oversold... the bottom may be 50% lower still 
on these names, but the next move after that should be a good one... in a couple of years lol.  
 
WORST BEAR 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

** Volatility VIX/VXN/VX  
Seeing some signs of a short-term top, but in the context of higher lows and higher highs. Could 
fall back to 22, make a higher low, and then coil again. Short term, this is one of the most 
important charts to watch intraday as so much of the trade will key off this signal. Back above 30 
is bad.  
 
BEAR FOR EQUITIES, BUT WITH BOUNCE SIGNALS 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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** Yield Curve, T10Y2Y:FRED  
Continues to flatten, not something it should be doing in this part of the cycle. Monthly 
TrendOsc just crossed full bear, which in my view solidifies that this will re-invert sometime 
soon. That is a terrible signal for what is coming for the real economy and likely the stock market 
unless this signal is reversed. Be prepared for a lot of volatility created by this signal.  
 
BEAR 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sectors to Focus 
 
XLE, XLP, XLK, XLV, XLF 
 
Long 
 
ARKK, EEM, IWM, High beta crap  
 
Short  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Calendar 
• Monday – Chicago PMI, FOMC George speaks, AUD rate statement (important)  
• Tuesday – CAD GDP (important), ISM PMI (important), JOLTS # (important)  
• Wednesday – OPEC meetings (important), NFP # (important), Crude oil inventories, CAD 

speaker (important)  
• Thursday – GBP BOE various decisions (very important), ECB monetary statement (very 

important), ISM services PMI (important), Unemployment claims 
• Friday – CAD unemployment #s (important), NFP #s (important) 
• Next Week – CPI #s (important), Bond auctions, Not a lot of major catalysts  

• _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Comments 
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Bulls best chance to bounce it is here. Huge volume week on everything last week. Structures 
remain damaged and momentum has peaked, so bounces here should not be seen as ones 
before as they conditions are different.  
 
However, the bounce could be large. The keys will be on the 15min charts first, once those start 
behaving like trend, then we move up to the hourly charts and do the same.  
 
If this process fails, we adjust, but as long as it continues, we see how high is high back to upper 
resistance levels. Ideally, we get there and then get the sell signal trigger to short.  
 
Indexes all look the same and sectors all look the same with a few standouts which we isolated 
in the sectors to focus, therefore the only thing that really matters this week is indexes and VIX.  
HYG trades like trash and is a definite warning sign that this time is different.  
 
Chinese New Year and the Olympics in China will start soon and end on February 20, 2022. I am 
looking for the next shoes to drop after that. There will be a lot of powerful forces trying to keep 
things together until that is over.  
 
In a way this week coming up is simple. Scans are less relevant. All that matters is the indexes, 
the rebuilding of the charts starting with the 15min, and what VIX is doing. Every stock is just a 
glorified index proxy until things stabilize further.  
 
The bounces can be big if the 15min charts begin to trend, so wait for your spot if you’re looking 
to short. If anything breaks before indexes get to res, that will be a problem until resolved. Short 
term, we should see a bounce... longer term, it won’t matter, and I think the indexes are at new 
lows by March.  
 
Premium selling should be priority as long as the bounce is intact. Focus only on the best sectors 
and the best stocks within those sectors.  
 
Be quick to bail on trades where the structure changes and let’s see if the bulls have anything.  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Watchlist 
 
EOG, DVN, CF, XLP, HD, LOW, CVS, LNG, DE, SO, AAPL, MSFT, GOOGL, XLK, XLV, KO, PG, JNJ, AEP, 
UNH, ZIM, FANG, LNG, MOS, Bitcoin and crypto, 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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HiLo Daily Buy Signal 
 
V, MA, CMCSA, BX, FIS, MSFT, PFE, PENN, ED, PLAN, MAR, WSM, RRC, FIS, HPQ, JNPR, FISV, PANW, 
NVS, WY, HLT, AAPL, GOOGL, UNH, DIS, ADBE, LOW, HD, BLK, DT  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

HiLo 4HR Buy Signal 
 
GOOGL, PG, HD, PEP, NKE, MCD, ANTM, AMGN, DDOG, ES, DT, JNPR, AVGO, CRM, CHTR, NUE, 
PEAK, FND, PLAN, LLY, COST, NVS, HSY, CRWD, BNTX, TSCO, LOW, DKNG, ACN, BAX, VEEV, AFRM, 
CSX, GILD, PYPL, GS, ROKU, TGT, FDX, DHR, HPE, FISV, WDAY  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Daily Momentum Bull 
 
V, MS, CVS, DVN, EOG, ZIM, CF, FANG, LNG, XOM, OXY, STNG  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Daily TrendOsc Bull 
 
WFC, V, MA, PEP, FIS, TCOM, DUK, ES, BRK/B, BDX, FIS, GD, JNJ, PG, XOM, KO, ABBV, MRK, NVS, 
PM, UNP, CVS, BMY, AMGN, IBM, COP, DE, LMT, MO, SO, EOG, PXD, AEP  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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